While spectral clustering has been applied successfully to problems in computer vision, their applicability is limited to pairwise similarity measures that form a probability matrix. However many geometric problems with parametric forms require more than two observations to estimate a similarity measure, e.g. epipolar geometry. In such cases we can only define the probability of belonging to the same cluster for an n-tuple of points and not just a pair, leading to an n-dimensional probability tensor. However spectral clustering methods are not available for tensors. In this paper we present an algorithm to infer a similarity matrix by decomposing the n-dimensional probability tensor. Our method exploits the super-symmetry of the probability tensor to provide a randomised scheme that does not require the explicit computation of the probability tensor. Our approach is fast and accurate and its applicability is illustrated on two significant problems, namely perceptually salient geometric grouping and parametric motion segmentation (like affine, epipolar etc.) 
Introduction
Grouping of feature points on the basis of a common fate or coherence is an important aspect in the analysis of visual data, e.g. grouping points into salient geometric entities or segmentation of feature tracks into coherent motion groups. On the one hand many specific methods exist for grouping based on an intuitive notion of saliency [15, 22, 6] or for motion segmentation based on a rank-constraint [4, 7, 10, 19] . On the other hand, spectral clustering has been successfully used for generic segmentation [18, 21] . Spectral clustering is based on eigen-analysis of a positive-symmetric matrix P defined by a pairwise measure of similarity, i.e. the probability that two features belong to the same cluster. Typically, given two features x i and x j their similarity is defined as P´i jµ e 1 2´x i x j µ T´x i x j µ σ 2 (1) i.e. their Euclidean distance is converted into a probability value assuming an underlying Gaussian distribution. Given this matrix P, its normalised Laplacian is defined as D For problems with many clusters, this two-way clustering is repeatedly applied to individual clusters. Throughout this paper we shall use this definition of the segmentation vector. The reader is referred to [21, 9] and references therein for details. The approach is closely related to the well-known Normalised Cut algorithm of [18] .
The success of spectral clustering methods has drawn a lot of attention. However one serious limitation is that spectral clustering can only be applied to problems where we can define the similarity or probability likelihood for a tuple of points at a time, often using Eqn. 1. For many problems with an underlying geometric (parametric) structure, this definition of similarity is inadequate. For example, an affine transformation between points requires at least three point matches to solve for the motion and n 3 · 1 point matches to derive a residual error which can be translated to a probability value 1 . Also for noisy data, we need multiple observations to accurately estimate the probability measure (eg. in the case of epipolar geometry). For such geometric problems, similarity can only be defined for an n-tuple of points and instead of a matrix, we have an n-dimensional probability tensor where each entry defines the likelihood that an n-tuple of points belongs to the same cluster. However since spectral clustering methods are based on an eigen-analysis of a matrix they cannot be directly applied to the probability tensor.
We illustrate the inadequacy of a pairwise similarity measure using a simple example of two intersecting circles in Fig. 1 (a) . As shown in Fig. 1 (b) , the similarity matrix derived by using Eqn. 1 cannot capture the global structure shows the conventional similarity matrix using the Euclidean distance which leads to incorrect segmentation as shown in the lower half of (d). (c) shows the correct similarity matrix inferred by our tensor decomposition. Its corresponding segmentation vector is shown in the upper half of (d) and captures the correct grouping.
of the circle. As this similarity measure is local it is easily confused by the proximity of some points belonging to different clusters. In this case, no choice of thresholding of the segmentation vector will give the desired grouping. For correct grouping into two circles we need to estimate the similarity matrix assuming an underlying geometric structure. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) which shows the similarity matrix estimated using our method assuming the geometry of a conic. This provides the correct grouping of points into two circles which is also seen in the segmentation vector in the upper half of Fig. 1 (d) .
The contribution of this paper is a method to derive a similarity matrix from the probability tensor for n-tuples. This allows us to apply spectral clustering algorithms to any problem where we can define the likelihood for an n-tuple of points 2 . The method is based on utilising the super-symmetry of the probability tensor to decompose it into a similarity matrix. Moreover since the number of clusters is much smaller than the size of the tensor, we develop an efficient sampling scheme that rapidly computes the desired similarity matrix. It is useful to emphasise here that this paper is not aimed at developing a new spectral clustering method. Rather it specifically addresses the problem of computing a similarity matrix when the probability can only be defined for n-tuples. 2 Our approach is more general than rank-based methods that work only when linear subspace constraints exist. For example, in the case of true 3D motion the affine model is insufficient and the epipolar constraint is valid. In our approach we can convert the residual fit error for any geometric constraint into a probability value and apply it to problems where the rankconstraint fails. A different approach to n-tuple grouping in [1] is also published in these proceedings The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe a general probability model that can be applied to many geometric problems. Section 3 introduces the probability tensor and develops a randomised algorithm for estimating a similarity matrix based on decomposing the probability tensor. Section 4 illustrates our method by applying it to grouping and motion segmentation on both synthetic and real examples. Section 5 provides some conclusions and directions for future work.
Probabilities for Geometric Models
In this section we define a general probability model for geometric problems with a parametric structure. This probability (or similarity) measure is valid for n-tuples of points that obey a geometric relationship and may be corrupted by observation noise. Many problems in computer vision based on geometric relationships can be described as f´x y ¡ ¡ ¡ θµ 0 where x, y etc. are observed feature points and θ is a parametric model. For example, points lying on a conic can be described by f´ µ x T Ax 0 where x are the homogeneous points and θ A is the 3 ¢ 3 positive symmetric matrix describing the conic. Similarly for point matches x and y in two perspective images, the epipolar geometric relationship is given by f´ µ y T Fx 0 where F is the fundamental matrix. In general, due to observation noise the data will not satisfy the exact relationship f´x y ¡ ¡ ¡ θµ 0. Rather we will seek a least-squares solution that minimises the squared residual error f T f for all observations. Although non-linear minimisations are the most accurate methods, we use linear solutions to such problems in this paper as they are fast and reasonably accurate. The geometric constraint can be rewritten in a linear form, f´x y ¡ ¡ ¡ θµ g´x y ¡ ¡ ¡ µ T θ 0 where g´ µ is a columnvector form of a single observation and θ is the unknown parameters to be estimated. In the statistical literature, g is known as the carrier vector , e.g. for epipolar geometry, g x ª y where ª is the Kronecker-product. For problems with d degrees of freedom, d equations will always give an exact solution and will not result in a likelihood (residual) measure. However for n d · 1 equations we will get a least-squares solution where the residual error reflects the likelihood that the n observations belong to the same geometric model. If we stack all the n equations into a matrix G, we seek to find the least-squares solution for Gθ 0 which is given by the smallest eigen-vector of the matrix G T G 3 . The smallest eigen-value λ θ θ T G T Gθ is the squared algebraic residual error and reflects the quality of the geometric fit obtained for the solution θ . If we assume a simple Gaussian noise model g N´0 σ 2 Iµ, the residual error is equivalent to a likelihood, p e 1 2 λ θ σ 2 . In the case of a rank-based model, the probability measure has to be slightly modified as will be explained in Sec. 4.2. Also for our purposes we are interested in the probability that the n-tuple forms a coherent group and not in the estimation of θ implying that we need only estimate the smallest eigen-value λ θ without solving for θ .
The effectiveness of the model can be intuitively understood as follows. Consider the case where we solve for the epipolar geometry given point correspondences. If all the points belong to the same motion model, then the residual error will be due to the inherent noise and will be small and the corresponding probability will be large. On the other hand when the correspondences come from different motions, they cannot be described by a single epipolar geometry and the resulting residual error will be large and the probability will be low. Thus, given a geometric relationship and using a reasonable value for σ which is the expected noise level, we can measure the similarity or likelihood for n-tuples of points. These probability measures are scalar entries in the probability tensor P which forms the basis for our clustering scheme as described in the following section.
Probability Tensor and its Decomposition
Recent advances in the analysis of tensorial representations have focused on extending familiar notions from the linear algebra of matrices to their multi-linear tensorial counterparts. Apart from dealing with the notion of rank and lower-order decompositions, tensorial representations have also been applied to many engineering problems, e.g. independent component analysis [2] . The reader is referred to [3] and references therein for a summary. Of particular interest to us is the extension of the singular value decomposition (SVD) and eigen-decomposition to tensorial representations [13, 14] . In computer vision, such decompositions have been used in [17, 20] .
As noted in the previous section, since we need n-tuples to derive a likelihood, our probability representation is the n-dimensional tensor P . If we use n-tuples and there are N points in all, the probability tensor P will be an
N n entries. Thus the value of the entry P´i
is the probability that the n-tuple of points indexed by i 1 i 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ i n belong to the same cluster. However since the spectral decomposition algorithm requires a similarity matrix, we need an appropriate technique that will systematically infer a similarity matrix from the tensor P .
Decomposition of the Probability Tensor
For matrices, the SVD P U 1 SU 2 T produces an orthogonalisation of the row and column (i.e. dimensions 1 and 2) spaces given by U 1 and U 2 . We can rewrite the SVD representation as P U 1 SU 2 T S¢ 1 U 1 ¢ 2 U 2 where ¢ 1 and ¢ 2 denotes multiplication along dimensions 1 and 2 respectively. Each of these dimensions is also called a mode and ¢ n is the n-mode multiplication of a tensor and a matrix along the n-th dimension 4 . By extension, for an n-dimensional tensor P the higher-order SVD (HOSVD) can be represented as P S¢ 1 U 1 ¢ 2 U 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ ¢ n U n where S is known as the core tensor. The reader is referred to [13] for properties and computation of this representation.
Each of these n-mode matrices can be obtained from the left-space of a "flattened" matrix representation of P . For tensor P , the flattened matrix representation P d can be obtained by varying the index along dimension d while holding all other dimensions fixed. Each such instance gives a column in P d . Thus for a tensor of size
In our case, since the size is the same along each dimension, the n-mode matrix will be of size N ¢ N n 1 5 . Thus the n-mode representations can be obtained by flattening the tensor along every dimension and applying the SVD to the resultant matrix. However in the case of the probability tensor we have an additional property that greatly reduces computational complexity. We note that each entry p i 1 ¡¡¡ i n is the probability measure for the set of points indexed by i 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ i n . However the probability measure is invariant to the ordering of the points used, e.g. the affine motion probability for points 3 4 5 6 , 3 5 6 4 , 5 6 4 3 or any other permutation of these points are all identical. This implies that the probability tensor P is super-symmetric and its entries are independent of the permutation of its indices, i.e. p i 1 ¡¡¡ i n p π´i 1 ¡¡¡ i n µ where π´ µ is any permutation of n indices. In the case of super-symmetric tensors, all the n-mode matrices are identical and the structure of the tensor is captured by a single representation.
If we consider a two-dimensional matrix M that represents similarity between tuples of points, its higher-order tensorial representation is given by M I ¢ 1 M ¢ 2 M ¡ ¡ ¡ ¢ n M where I is the identity tensor. In our case, we have the inverse problem, i.e. that of inferring a probability matrix from the tensor P . Intuitively speaking, we want to find a matrix M such that its individual probabilities between tuples of points "best" represents the similarity information provided by the n-tuples of probability values in P . Therefore we seek to solve for M such that we minimise the error between the observed tensor P and M . Thus the problem is one of minimising
where λ is a scalar. Solving for lower-order representations of this form is considered in [14, 12] . However this approach presupposes that we have computed the entire probability tensor P which is a computational overkill.
Since we are interested in the dominant eigen-vectors in M for our segmentation problem, it suggests an alternative computationally efficient approach.
To derive the required matrix we exploit a simple relationship between the HOSVD of the n-mode representation and the Eigen-Value Decomposition. Let the n-mode flattened matrix of P be P and let V PP T , then we note that V has the same eigen-structure as MM T . This is true since the eigen-decomposition PP T UDU T contains the n-mode singular vectors of P and D represents the singular values of the n-mode basis U (See Property 11 in [13] for more details) and since M captures the orientation basis and energy of the left-space of the flattened matrix representation P. Moreover due to the symmetric property of V, the ordering of the eigen-values in D is identical to that of the singular vectors of U. Since we are interested in the eigen-vectors of the similarity matrix, for the purposes of spectral clustering, V preserves the eigen-structure of M that we desire. Thus for the purposes of segmentation of the data we can work on the matrix V PP T , i.e. PP T is the desired similarity matrix.
Since the flattened n-mode matrix P is itself very large (of size N ¢ N´n 1µ ) the computation of V still represents a considerable computational load even for problems of modest size. Here the structure of the flattened n-mode matrix suggests a simplification. If we write the flattened matrix as a collection of a large number of columns, i.e. P c 1 c 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ c s , the desired similarity matrix V can be written as V ∑ i c i c i T . This suggests that instead of using all the columns in P we can approximate the similarity matrix V by using a small subset of columns from P. This approach is computationally efficient as instead of computing the entire tensor P and flattening it into matrix P we need only compute this small set of columns of P, resulting in the following randomised algorithm. Let R 1 2 ¡ ¡ ¡ N be the set of indices for N correspondences and let n be the dimension of the tensor P . Also we denote the probability measure for the n-tuples
Randomised Algorithm for Estimating Probability Matrix
Set V to be an N ¢ N matrix of zeros. for T trials dō Set v to an N-dimensional column vector of zeros Randomly select´n 1µ indices
The resulting matrix V is the desired matrix measuring the similarity between all pairs of points. In this algorithm, at each iteration the vector v is a single column from the flattened representation P since the entries of v are the probabilities of n-tuples where´n 1µ indices are fixed and the n-th index is varied over the range of points. In the above we have set entries with repeated indices to zero, i.e. the set of n-tuples should not have repeated values. The dimensionality of V (N) is orders of magnitude smaller than the number of columns in the flattened matrix P (N´n 1µ ) and also the number of clusters in the data-set is expected to be much smaller than N. As a result a randomised sampling of the columns of P is expected to provide an accurate estimate of the similarity matrix V. Also we do not compute the entire tensor, rather we compute one vector v at a time in situ thus dramatically reducing memory requirements. Our sampling method bears strong resemblance to the approximation methods proposed for matrix analysis in [5] where the authors are interested in analysing large matrices which cannot be retained in the main memory of a typical computer. Here the authors propose a method of selecting the columns (or rows) of the matrix based on their relative "energy" in the larger matrix. However unlike their problem where the entire matrix is pre-computed and available, we are interested in reducing the computational load by not computing the entire probability tensor. As a result we cannot take recourse to intelligent sampling schemes that presuppose the availability of the entire matrix P. For our experiments we have found that for problems containing about 100 points (i.e. V is of size 100 ¢ 100), a few thousand sampled columns are sufficient to correctly segment the data, which implies an extremely low computational load.
Results
In this section we present the results of applying our segmentation method to problems in perceptual grouping and motion segmentation.
Geometric Grouping
We illustrate the use of our tensor-based clustering method for grouping points into geometric objects. In Fig. 2(a) we show an image with the feature points superimposed. The points were detected by thresholding edges obtained by the Canny edge-detector. The edge pixels were sub-sampled into a total of 280 points. For illustrative convenience we reordered the feature points in the order of the rectangle, large and small circles of the compact disc. The reordering was done to aid visualisation and since the segmentation scheme is permutation-invariant, the final result is unaffected. Also due to discretisation and thresholding of the edge image, the points are noisy and do not form perfect circles or rectangles. To achieve the desired segmentation, we use an underlying geometric model of a conic (x T Ax 0), i.e. we build a similarity matrix using our algorithm assuming that points belong to a conic. The similarity matrix is built by considering n 10 points at a time and computing the distribution for 5000 samples. The estimated similarity matrix and the corresponding segmentation vector are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c) respectively. As can be seen the correct segmentation can be obtained using our algorithm. Apart from providing the correct segmentation, both the similarity matrix and the segmentation vector also show that the first segment (corresponding to the rectangle) is not a conic, as can be noted from the absence of a block-diagonal sub-matrix corresponding to the points on the rectangle and the variance in the magnitude of the points in the segmentation vector. In comparison the segments corresponding to the two circles are close to the ideal horizontal line segments implying that the two clusters (circles) are conic whereas the first cluster (rectangle) is not.
The second example of grouping is applied to the Kanizsa figure, a well-known stimulus in psychophysics. In Fig. 3(a) three "pacmen" are oriented in such a manner that a very strong illusion of a triangle superimposed on three circles is induced in the viewer. In this example we note that the geometric groups are both conics and line segments that form the perceived triangle. As in the previous experiment, we run the Canny edge detector and down-sample the edges to about 400 feature points (Fig. 3(b) ). As in the previous example we cluster the data assuming a conic and repeat the segmentation for individual clusters. The three dominant clusters along the diagonal, belonging to the partial circles are easily noticeable in the similarity matrix shown in Fig. 3(c) . The conic models fitted to the different clusters results in the percept of three circles shown in the groupings extracted ( Fig. 3(d) ). However after the dominant clusters are removed from the data we are left with a set of residual points that do not belong to conic clusters. On these remaining points we apply our algorithm assuming a line as the geometric model. The resulting percepts of line segments forming a triangle are easily visible in Fig. 3(d) . Edge points that are located close to the corners of the open mouth of the pacmen are difficult to classify correctly as under a noise model these points could belong to either the lines or the circles. Since the lines and circles are least-squares fits to the estimated clusters they are slightly perturbed due to the presence of these points that are difficult to classify. Another point to be noted here is that the line segments emerge out of global integration of the information and these lines cannot be detected using purely local information as is done in the conventional probability model of Eqn. 1. In contrast, our sampling of the space of n-tuples of points results in the detection of geometric structure both at the local (circles) and global (lines) scale giving rise to the correct interpretation of the Kanizsa figure as shown in Fig. 3(d) .
Motion Segmentation
In this subsection we present results that illustrate the application of our method to the problem of motion segmentation. Most motion segmentation algorithms are based on a rank-constraint on the feature correspondences over image sequences [4, 7, 11, 19] . For orthographic, para-perspective and weak-perspective camera models, the correspondences across images can be written as an affine relationship, p i A i p 0 · t i where p 0 and p i denotes the co-ordinates of a point in the 0-th and i-th image respectively, and matrix A i and vector t i denote the geometric relationship between the co-ordinate frames of the 0-th and i-th image. If the x and y co-ordinates of the tracked points belonging to a single rigid object are stacked into a single observation matrix, it can be shown that this observation matrix has a low-rank. The details of this observation are provided in [19] and references therein and are not presented here due to space constraints. Thus feature points that belong to different objects span different low-rank subspaces of the column-space of the observation matrix. This forms the basis for segmentation schemes that attempt to group the observed feature tracks into different motion model groups according to a measure of how well they obey the low-rank criterion. Algorithms using a 4 D subspace are known as subspace separation methods [10] and methods that assume the data is part of a 3 D supspace of the 4 D space are known as affine space separation methods [11] .
While the above methods are based on manipulating the observation matrix using rank considerations [4, 7] or by explicitly fitting subspaces to the data points [11, 19] we can easily use the the formulation of probabilities of n-tuples of Sec. 2 to build a similarity matrix. If we have a sequence of F frames with N points, the observation matrix W X Y is of size 2F ¢ N where X and Y are F ¢ N matrices of the x and y co-ordinates of the observed points. We assume that the matrix W is of rank k and that the singular values of W are denoted by vector s. Since the data is of rank k, in the ideal case, all the energy of W will be concentrated in the first k entries of s. In the case that the data is noisy (or has points that belong to different motion models), r ∑i k s i ∑i s i measures the relative ratio of the "noise" with respect to the best rank-k subspace representation of the matrix W. Thus r is an appropriate measure of the relative error and p e 1 2 r σ 2 is the similarity measure for the n-tuple of points that form W.
To assess the performance of our clustering method for motion segmentation we applied it to two synthetic data-sets used in [19, 16] 6 . The two sequences are almost degenerate and thus best described by a three-dimensional subspace, i.e. k 3 in both sequences. These sequences have two independently moving point sets of sizes 20 and 14 and to estimate the similarity matrices we used n 7 points and 10000 samples assuming a rank-3 subspace representation. To assess the impact of noise on our performance, we added white Gaussian noise to the data points with σ noise 0 1 ¡ ¡ ¡ 4, i.e. identical to the experiments in Table 2 of [16] which summarises their algorithm along with the results of the method in [19] . We carried out 40 trials for each noise level mentioned above. To carry out the classification into clusters we used a simple implementation of the k-means algorithm on the elements of the segmentation vector extracted from the similarity matrix. Our method achieved perfect classification (100%) for these two sequences upto a noise-level of σ noise 4 pixels. In comparison, both the methods of [19, 16] have a few errors (misclassification ratio of 0 59% for σ noise 4 pixels) as shown in [16] . The run-time for each trial was about 30 seconds for a non-optimised MATLAB implementation on a 1 GHz Linux PC. An implementation in C can be expected to reduce the run-time to a few seconds. In summary we can see that using a simple noise model we can use our method to accurately segment motion sequences.
However as noted above, the idea of a low-rank subspace representation for the observation matrix is applicable only for weaker camera models. In the case of a full perspective projection model, this rank condition is no longer valid. Neither is the rank condition useful for motion segmentation using only two images. However since using our method we can define a segmentation for any geometric model using many points at a time, we can use our scheme to segment motion sequences using only two images of a perspective projection camera, an advantage not available to a rank-based method. If we denote as x and y the correspondences in two such perspective images, then these homogeneous image points satisfy the well-known epipolar relationship, y T Fx 0 where F is known as the Fundamental matrix and has rank 2. If we denote the vector form of matrix F as f, then as mentioned in Sec. 2 the carrier vector for the epipolar relationship is given by g x ª y. Because of one unknown scale factor and the rank-2 condition for F, the Fundamental matrix has 7 degrees of freedom, although the linear relationship is solved using at least 8 points, hence the linear solution is called the Eight-Point algorithm [8] . To estimate the probabilities of n-tuples of correspondences we use the Eight-Point algorithm to solve for the epipolar geometry and then the residual error is estimated as the algebraic residual error for the terms y T Fx. The results for applying this method to real data are shown in Fig. 4 . The three images shown here are frames from video sequences with two motion clusters and were used in [19] where the authors also compare many previous segmentation algorithms on these data-sets and show that none of them achieve perfect classification 7 . While in all of these methods the entire sequences were used for segmentation, we used the first and last image of each sequence for our experiments. For each data set we compute the probabilities using epipolar geometries for n 9 points for T 1000 samples. The segmentation vectors (sorted in ascending order for visualisation) estimated from the similarity matrices for these sequences are shown in Fig. 4 . As can be seen in the individual segmentation vectors we can easily segment the data sets into the corresponding motion groups (the gaps in the sorted segmentation vector values indicates the split into individual clusters). Our segmentation method is able to cluster the motion tracks with 100% accuracy whereas rank-based methods like that of [4] and others fail to correctly classify all tracks even when they use all image frames. It is also of striking significance that our method can achieve perfect classification for these data-sets by only using two images whereas some methods fail on sequences with as many as 100 frames! This dramatic difference in performance can be attributed to two reasons. Firstly, the affine or linear subspace models are insufficient to model data from a perspective camera observing three-dimensional data. Thus our underlying geometric model (i.e. epipolar geometry) is the correct one and can be utilised in our scheme since we are not limited to linear subspace criteria. Secondly, in the case of our method, we accumulate evidence from each sample of n-tuple probabilities and do not commit ourselves to a particular segmentation or cluster till the end of the sampling. This is of great advantage compared to iterative schemes that apply greedy cost minimisation methods and work on using membership values for each point to estimated groups or clusters (like the EM algorithm). 
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a novel approach based on tensor-decomposition to estimating a similarity matrix for points obeying a geometric model. We have developed a randomised sampling algorithm that efficiently computes this similarity matrix and have applied it successfully to problems of geometric grouping and segmentation thus extending the scope of spectral clustering methods to problems with a geometric structure. Future work will include a more rigourous analysis of the algorithm and issues like automatic scale selection and efficient estimation for a large number of points.
